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los productos.Q: Couldn't use a custom PostgreSQL

trigger because of conflict I'm new to PostgreSQL and
I'm creating a trigger for an existing table, however,

there is a problem. CREATE OR REPLACE
FUNCTION my_trigger() RETURNS trigger AS

$BODY$ BEGIN INSERT INTO test_table SELECT
p.prod_id FROM input_table INNER JOIN test_table
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AS p ON input_table.prod_id = p.prod_id; RETURN
NEW; END; $BODY$ LANGUAGE plpgsql

VOLATILE; CREATE TRIGGER my_trigger AFTER
INSERT ON test_table FOR EACH ROW EXECUTE
PROCEDURE my_trigger(); While testing this out in
psql (ubuntu), I realized that this didn't work properly.
ERROR: conflict on insertion for tbl_names DETAIL:

The tuple with OID 1 was inserted already.
Additionally, I was getting an error saying that the
p.prod_id doesn't exist. The error had the problem

mentioned above in it. The input_table.prod_id was a
valid field though. There was a product_id field in

test_table. Any help is greatly appreciated! EDIT: The
trouble was that the class that had the INSERT

statement was not the same as the one I'm trying to
make the trigger work on. A: You are implicitly using a

row-based trigger, so PostgreSQL cannot insert the
same tuple in the
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